INTACH CONSERVATION INSTITUTES LECTURE SERIES VIA ZOOM

CONSERVATION INSIGHTS 2020

“Education and research in conservation-restoration”
June 8, 2020 (16.00 IST, 12.30 CEST)
Giacinta Jean (Head of conservation-restoration study program, SUPSI)

“BEFORE, DURING and AFTER: scientific investigations for the conservation of wall paintings”
June 10, 2020 (16.00 IST, 12.30 CEST)
Francesca Piqué (Professor in conservation science SUPSI-IMC)

“Gino Severini’s first murals in Switzerland: a multi-technique analytical study of the artist’s materials”
June 16, 2020 (16.00 IST, 12.30 CEST)
Patrizia Moretti (Researcher in conservation science SUPSI-IMC)

“Scientific analyses for the characterization of historic mortars and of stucco works”
June 17, 2020 (16.00 IST, 12.30 CEST)
Marta Caroselli (Researcher in conservation science SUPSI-IMC)

Link available after registration at conservationtraining.ici@gmail.com
Lectures are of 1 hour duration with QA session